[2] This paper reports new observations consistent with 27 SE1, the semidiurnal eastward-propagating tide with zonal 28 wave number one on Mars. We characterize its effect on 29 ionospheric structure at high northern latitudes through 30 analysis of electron density profiles obtained with MGS 31 during northern summer of Mars Year 26 (MY26). (Clancy 32 et al. [2000] defines Mars Year 1 as commencing on April 33 11, 1955 .) The data in this work are from November 1, 34 2002 -June 4, 2003, L S = 89 -200°, where L S is the 35 areocentric longitude of the Sun and L S = 0°corresponds 36 to vernal equinox in the northern hemisphere.
37
[3] On Mars, the structure of the primary electron density 38 peak is controlled by local photochemistry, and the altitude 39 at which it forms depends on the path length of solar EUV 40 radiation through the underlying neutral atmosphere 41 [Bougher et al., 2001] . Mars lacks an appreciable internal 42 magnetic field, and the influence of crustal magnetic fields 43 is weak at the high northern latitudes considered in this 44 work (60 -85°N) [Krymskii et al., 2003] . Thermal tides 45 strongly affect the zonal structure of the neutral atmosphere 46 at ionospheric altitudes, as observed by the accelerometer 47 during MGS aerobraking [e.g., Forbes and Hagan, 2000; 48 Forbes et al., 2002; Wilson, 2002; Withers et al., 2003] . The 49 response of the ionosphere to tidal forcing is also apparent 50 in radio occultation measurements of electron density from 51 MGS [Bougher et al., 2001; Bougher et al., 2004 about the zonal mean of the form:
where A is amplitude, y is phase, l is longitude, t is time in sols, W = 2p sol À1 is the planetary rotation rate, s is the 
106
[7] We interpolate the data in season and longitude using 107 the method of Randel and Wu [2005] , a Gaussian-weighted 108 average with standard deviations D = 10°of longitude and 109 T = 4°of L S . We then subdivide the data, remove the zonal 110 mean, and perform zonal decomposition on separate slices of 111 4°L S , or roughly 7 sols. The local time and latitude of the 112 measurements within each slice are essentially constant. 113 Local time increases monotonically across the data set. We 114 modify the equation representing tides at fixed latitude to the 115 local time reference frame using t = t LT À l/2p:
117 The apparent phase velocity with respect to local time is:
119 For fixed local time, the equation representing tides at fixed 120 latitude can be further simplified by setting k = js À sj and 121 consolidating the now-constant s Wt LT into a new phase 122 term, l k :
where appear strongest for this subset of data. We note that the radio 161 occultation measurement senses the density of charged particles.
162
This should be kept in mind when viewing the resulting 163 amplitudes and phases, as the method is most sensitive at 164 125 km, just below the electron density peak, where electron 165 density, n e , and its gradient are strongest [Cahoy et al., 2006] .
166
[11] Here, we focus primarily on k = 3. The phase for k = 3 [12] We performed the same decomposition shown for a 177 single slice in Figure 2 for twenty-seven additional 4°L S 178 slices across the MY26 data set. The composite results for k 179 = 3 are shown as A 3 and f 3 vs. L S in Figure 3 . Table   222 1. Each Â in Figure 5 represents an estimated apparent Table 1 .
